Ransomes 20" ANTELOPE

for a cut ABOVE the average

- the 'mow anywhere' machine especially recommended for cutting the surrounds on golf courses.

RANSOMES ANTELOPE is a fully-driven, 20-inch cut machine that tackles slopes and level ground with equal efficiency.

The ANTELOPE is especially suitable for cutting the backs of bunkers, yet it will leave a good finish on medium sized lawns.

LOOK AT THIS SPECIFICATION:

* New powerful B.S.A. 4-stroke engine.
* Large diameter five-knife cutting cylinder, running in ball bearings enables the Antelope to cut grass up to 7" high.
* V-belt and roller-chain transmission.
* Cut adjustable from $\frac{\frac{1}{2}}{10}$ to $1\frac{3}{4}$".
* Cuts $\frac{1}{2}$ acre to $\frac{3}{8}$ acre an hour.
* Wide-treaded non-skid rubber-tyred sidewheels give sure grip on banks and slopes.
* Ransomes guarantee the complete machine, mower and engine.

Ask your Ransomes Distributor for a demonstration or send now for detailed specification and colour leaflet to:

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD., ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH
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